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Observations of the vacuum ultraviolet and x-ray brightness profiles of Fe, Ni, and Ge
in magnetically confined fusion plasmas
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The spatial brightness profiles of emission lines for the K-like through He-like ionization states of Fe, Ge,
and Ni have been measured during a set of experiments in which Fe and Ge were introduced into FTU tokamak
plasmas by using the laser blowoff technique. Nickel was an intrinsic impurity observed during these experi-
ments that was sputtered from the inconel limiter. The brightness profiles were measured by spatially scanable,
photometrically calibrated vaccum ultraviolet and x-ray spectrometers that covered the 1 to 1700 Å region.
Simulations of these profiles and the time evolution of the laser blowoffs were performed with theMIST

transport code using several sets of atomic physics compilations@ADPAK ~originally in MIST!, Arnaud and
Raymond~AR92!, Arnaud and Rothenflug~AR85!, Mazzottaet al., and Mattioli ~an extension to Mazzotta!#.
The goal was to determine which set of available rates could best simulate the measured spatial brightness
profiles and the charge state balance in the plasma. The Mazzottaet al. ~for Fe and Ni!, the Mattioli ~for Ge!,
and the AR92~for Fe only! rates adequately simulated the He-, Li-, Be-, Na-, Mg-like ionization states. The F-
to B-like charge states could not be simulated by these compilations unless the relevant dielectronic rates were
multiplied by a factor of 2. TheADPAK rates could not adequately predict any of the charge states of Fe, Ge, or
Ni.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The correct prediction of the charge state distribut
~CSD! of an element in a high-temperature plasma is imp
tant for many scientific investigations including magnetica
confined fusion~MCF! experiments and x-ray astrophysic
observations. Improvements in both the experiments~higher
spectral resolution for astrophysical observations! and mod-
eling capabilities~faster and bigger computers! have neces-
sitated a reinvestigation of the relevant atomic physics u
in the determination of the CSD.

A new age of astronomy began with the launch of t
Hubble space telescope in 1990 which changed visible
tronomy forever. This has been extended to the x-ray
treme ultraviolet~XUV ! and x-ray with the launch of the
Chanrdra x-ray observatory, the X-ray Multi-Mirror Missio
~XMM !, and the Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explor
~FUSE!. Now, astrophysics can measure the x-ray emiss
from celestial objects with unprecedented clarity and reso
tion. These satellites deduce the characteristics of astroph
cal plasmas from precise spectroscopy and the ratios of
ferent emission features of highly ionized charge states
properly interpret the emission, sophisticated models
necessary that are based upon correct atomic physics

*Present address: P.O. Box 808 L260, Lawrence Livermore
tional Laboratories, Livermore, CA 94551.
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~both ionization/recombination and excitation/photodeca!.
Compilations of ionization and recombination rates ha
been published by Mazzottaet al. @1#, Arnaud and Rothen-
flug @2#, and Arnaud and Raymond@3#. The experimental
check of the resulting ionization equilibrium CSD’s is ne
essary for proper predictions to be made.

A reexamination has also been done in recent years by
group @4–9# of the atomic physics rates used to predict t
CSD of mid- to high-Z elements in magnetically confine
fusion plasmas. We have applied the Hebrew Univers
Lawrence Livermore Atomic Code~HULLAC! @10–12# to
generate the ionization/recombination and excitati
photodecay rates. In these works, the inclusion of
excitation-autoionization~EA! rates in the total ionization
rate was necessary to simulate properly the experimen
measured spatial brightness profiles of the impurities in
MCF plasmas. The older physics rates which were based
the average ion model ofADPAK @13# and which neglected
EA were found to be inadequate.

In recent years improvements in MCF plasmas have m
higher electron temperatures greater than 8 keV poss
@14#. These higher temperatures are excellent for study
the atomic physics of elements withZ greater than 28~i.e.,
Ge, Mo, W, and Au!. A need exists for both a spectroscop
temperature measurement and a diagnostic tool for the
ferent plasma conditions present in these higher tempera
plasmas. In the reverse shear electron cyclotron resonan
quency heated~ECRH! plasmas of FTU, significant differ-
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ences have been found in the particle transport from
observed in ohmically heated plasmas@15#. Germanium is a
possible candidate for studying these effects. Therefore
support of this work an investigation of the atomic phys
and the CSD of Ge in ohmically and ECRH heated plasm
has been undertaken in FTU.

The present work concentrates on the evaluation of r
used to predict the CSD for Fe, Ge, and Ni. Iron and nic
are astrophysically relevant as well as being important
MCF plasmas. Germanium as stated above is relevant
MCF plasmas. To test the ionization/recombination atom
physics rates used to determine the CSD, the spatial bri
ness profiles of selected emission lines from the K-like
He-like ionization states of Fe, Ge, and Ni have been m
sured in the FTU Tokamak. Fe and Ge have been introdu
into FTU plasmas using the laser blow off~LBO! technique
@16#. Ni is an intrinsic impurity that is sputtered from th
inconel limiter. The Multiple Ionization State Transpo
~MIST! code@17# simulated the spatial brightness profiles
the emission lines with the different compilations
ionization/recombination rates. The available compilatio
were those ofADPAK @13#, Arnaud and Rothenflug@2#, Ar-
naud and Raymond@3#, Mazzotta et al. @1#, and Mattioli
@18#. Since the work of Mazzottaet al. included only H

FIG. 1. Side profile of FTU Tokamak showing the spectromet
and their views of the plasma.

FIG. 2. Temperature and density profiles in FTU Tokamak pl
mas for the LBO of Fe and the intrinsic Ni spectroscopic measu
ments.
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FIG. 3. Time history of an FTU plasma showing the plasm
current, toroidal magnetic field, central electron density, and
electron temperature at three different radii. This plasma has
LBO of iron at 0.6 s.

FIG. 4. Selected germanium time histories experimentally m
sured by the spectrometers with a central line of sight(**) and
simulated by theMIST transport code using the rates from Mattio
et al. ~—!.
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FIG. 5. Fe spectrum from GRITS between 8
to 200 Å during an LBO measured along a ce
tral line of sight att50.61 s.
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through Ni, the computations were extended to include C
Ge@18#. The extension of the Mazzotta work will be referre
to as the rates of Mattioli in this paper since he has p
formed the extrapolations.

Simulations with theADPAK rates were inadequate to re
produce the profiles for Fe, Ge, and Ni. For Fe, agreem
between the measured and simulated profiles for the Li-, B
Na-, and Mg-like ionization states was only possible w
ionization/recombination rates from Arnaud and Raymo
~AR92! or Mazzottaet al. The best simulations were pos
sible with the compilations of Mazzottaet al. for Ni or
Mattioli for Ge. The profiles of the F- to B-like charge stat
could not be reproduced by any of these atomic physics c
pilations. These charge states were found to exist at hig
temperatures than predicted by the atomic physics rates
get agreement between experiment and simulation, the
electronic recombination rates of F→Ne-like to B→C-like
needed to multiplied by a factor of;2.

II. EXPERIMENT

During these experiments the FTU Tokamak~Fig. 1! op-
erated with a plasma current,I p , of 0.5 MA, a toroidal mag-
netic fieldBT of 5.9 T, and an Ohmic input powerPOH, of
;1 MW. The plasma was circular with a major radius of
cm and a minor radius of 30 cm with a working gas
hydrogen. FTU has no divertor. The electron temperat
was measured by Thomson scattering roughly every 50
and by electron cyclotron emission with a 5 mstemporal
resolution. The electron density was determined with the
infrared radiation~FIR! laser or the DCN interferomete
@19#. The density and temperature profiles are shown in F
2 for the Fe and Ni experiments. Since Ni and Fe were m
sured during the same plasma, the temperature used
nickel is very similar to that during the LBO. For the Ge
manium experiments the central electron temperature
2.7 keV with a similar profile to that shown in Fig. 2. Th
time history of a sample plasma is presented in Fig. 3 wh
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includes the time evolution of the electron temperature
several different radii.

Three photometrically calibrated spectrometers measu
the injected and intrinsic impurity emission and the spa
brightness profiles in the 1 to 1700 Å region. The XU
spectrograph~GRITS! was a 1 mRowland circle, grazing
incidence ~at 2°) system with a 1200 grooves/mm go
coated grating@20,21#. The detector consisted of a micro
channel plate-phosphor reticon@22#. The wavelength cover-
age was 10–350 Å with;60 Å covered by the detecto
during each discharge. This instrument was photometric
calibrated using the SURF II synchrotron facility at the N
tional Bureau of Standards and Technology~NIST! in August
1997. The error on the absolute photometric calibration w
620%.

The VUV spectrometer was a Survey, Poor Resoluti
Extended Domain Spectrometer~SPRED! @23#. The longer
wavelength grating had 290 grooves/mm and covered
200–1700 Å range in each plasma. The shorter wavelen

FIG. 6. Fe spectrum from SPRED between 200 to 500 Å d
ing an LBO measured along a central line of sight att50.61 s.
6-3
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TABLE I. Fe lines of interest in FTU Tokamak LBO experiments.

Ionization state Isoelectronic sequence Wavelength (Å) Transition

Fe181 O-like 91.02 1s22s22p4-1s22s2p5 (1D2-1P1)
Fe191 N-like 93.78 1s22s22p3-1s22s2p4 (2D5/2-

2P1/2)
Fe171 F-like 93.92 1s22s22p5-1s22s2p6 (2S3/2-

2P1/2)
Fe201 C-like 98.36 1s22s22p21s22s2p3 (1D2-1P1)
Fe201 C-like 98.68 1s22s22p2-1s22s22p3 (1D2-1P1)
Fe181 O-like 101.55 1s22s22p4-1s22s2p5 (3P2-3P1)
Fe201 C-like 102.22 1s22s22p2-1s22s22p3 (3P2-3S1)
Fe171 F-like 103.937 1s22s22p5-1s22s2p6 (2S1/2-

2P3/2)
Fe181 O-like 106.32 1s22s22p4-1s22s2p5 (3P1-3P0)
Fe181 O-like 108.35 1s22s22p4-1s22s2p5 (3P2-3P2)
Fe181 O-like 109.97 1s22s22p4-1s22s2p5 (3P0-3P1)
Fe191 N-like 110.64 1s22s22p3-1s22s2p4 (2D3/2-

2D3/2)
Fe181 O-like 111.70 1s22s22p4-1s22s2p5 (3P1-3P1)
Fe201 C-like 113.30 1s22s22p2-1s22s22p3 (1D2-1D2)
Fe191 N-like 113.34 1s22s22p3-1s22s2p4 (2D5/2-

2D5/2)
Fe211 B-like 114.41 1s22s22p-1s22s2p2 (2P3/2-

2P3/2)
Fe211 B-like 116.26 1s22s22p-1s22s2p2 (2P3/2-

2P1/2)
Fe211 B-like 117.17 1s22s22p-1s22s2p2 (2P1/2-

2S1/2)
Fe201 C-like 117.51 1s22s22p2-1s22s22p3 (3P1-3P1)
Fe191 N-like 118.66 1s22s22p3-1s22s2p4 (4S3/2-

4P1/2)
Fe201 C-like 118.69 1s22s22p2-1s22s22p3 (3P1-3P0)
Fe181 O-like 119.98 1s22s22p4-1s22s2p5 (3P1-3P2)
Fe201 C-like 121.21 1s22s22p2-1s22s22p3 (3P2-3P2)
Fe191 N-like 121.83 1s22s22p3-1s22s2p4 (4S3/2-

4P3/2)
Fe201 C-like 128.73 1s22s22p2-1s22s22p3 (3P0-3D1)
Fe221 Be-like 132.85 1s22s2-1s22s2p (1S0-1P1)
Fe191 N-like 132.85 1s22s22p3-1s22s2p4 (4S3/2-

4P5/2)
Fe211 B-like 135.78 1s22s22p-1s22s2p2 (2P1/2-

2D3/2)
Fe201 C-like 142.16 1s22s22p2-1s22s22p3 (3P1-3D2)
Fe201 C-like 144.79 1s22s22p2-1s22s22p3 (1D2-1D2)
Fe211 B-like 155.92 1s22s22p-1s22s2p2 (2P3/2-

2D5/2)
Fe231 Li-like 192.017 1s22s-1s22p (2S1/2-

2P3/2)
Fe231 Li-like 255.090 1s22s-1s22p (2S1/2-

2P3/2)
Fe141 Mg-like 284.147 2p63s2-2p63s3p (1S0-1P1)
Fe151 Na-like 335.407 2p63s-2p63p (2S1/2-

2P3/2)
Fe151 Na-like 360.798 2p63s-2p63p (2S1/2-

2P1/2)
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grating had 2100 grooves/mm, and the wavelength cove
was nominally 100–300 Å. The SPRED calibration was
rectly transferred from the GRITS in the shorter waveleng
and extended to the longer wavelengths by the line r
technique@24#. The error on the calibration was635% at
300 Å and was roughly a factor of 2 at 1000 Å. Both t
VUV spectrometers could be positioned on a shot to s
basis to view the plasma from a minor radius of 0
;25 cm. This spatial range covered the majority of the
teresting emission in the plasma.

The high resolution (l/Dl.10 000) bent crystal x-ray
spectrometer@25# used the typical Johann configuration.
two-dimensional multiwire proportional chamber detec
and a variable slit located between the crystal and the de
tor allowed a space resolved view of the plasma poloi
cross section. The crystal is a quartz Qz 220 that is ben
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2r 56.5 m. The operational angleQB is 48.8° since 2d
50.24565 nm. The crystal length is 90 mm, and the hei
is 47 mm. The integrated reflectivityR( i ) is 6.5831026.
The spectrometer observed theKa iron spectrum in the
wavelength region between the 1s2 1S0–1s2p 1P1 resonance
transition l(w)51.8500 Å of the He-like ion and the
1s22s2 1S0–1s2s22p 1P1 transitionl(b)51.8702 Å of the
Be-like ion. Line identification follows Gabriel’s@26# and
Bely-Dubau’s@27# notation. This instrument measured the
profiles in a single shot. For Fe, the VUV measureme
were normalized to the bent crystal measurements to rem
any shot to shot uncertainties.

Fe and Ge were introduced into the plasma by LBO. Ti
histories of the Na-, Mg-, Be-like charge states as view
with a central line of sight are plotted in Fig. 4 for a Ge LB
at 0.6 s in discharge 16805. For germanium, the Li-like li
6-4
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TABLE II. Ni lines of interest in FTU Tokamak.

Ionization state Isoelectronic sequence Wavelength (Å) Transition

Ni201 O-like 81.96 1s22s22p4-1s22s2p5 (1D2-1P1)
Ni191 F-like 83.18 1s22s22p5-1s22s2p6 (2S3/2-

2-P1/2)
Ni211 N-like 84.06 1s22s22p3-1s22s2p4 (2D5/2-

2P3/2)
Ni221 C-like 88.11 1s22s22p21s22s2p3 (1D2-1P1)
Ni201 O-like 88.81 1s22s22p4-1s22s2p5 (3P2-3P1)
Ni221 C-like 91.83 1s22s22p2-1s22s22p3 (3P2-3S1)
Ni201 O-like 93.91 1s22s22p4-1s22s2p5 (3P1-3P0)
Ni191 F-like 94.50 1s22s22p5-1s22s2p6 (2S1/2-

2P3/2)
Ni201 O-like 95.85 1s22s22p4-1s22s2p5 (3P2-3P2)
Ni201 O-like 96.79 1s22s22p4-1s22s2p5 (3P0-3P1)
Ni211 N-like 98.16 1s22s22p3-1s22s2p4 (2D3/2-

2D3/2)
Ni181 O-like 100.23 1s22s22p4-1s22s2p5 (3P1-3P1)
Ni211 N-like 100.61 1s22s22p3-1s22s2p4 (2D5/2-

2D5/2)
Ni221 C-like 102.08 1s22s22p2-1s22s22p3 (1D2-1D2)
Ni231 B-like 102.11 1s22s22p-1s22s2p2 (2P3/2-

2P3/2)
Ni221 C-like 103.23 1s22s22p2-1s22s22p3 (3P1-3P1)
Ni211 N-like 103.31 1s22s22p3-1s22s2p4 (4S3/2-

4P1/2)
Ni231 B-like 103.53 1s22s22p-1s22s2p2 (2P3/2-

2P1/2)
Ni231 B-like 104.64 1s22s22p-1s22s2p2 (2P1/2-

2S1/2)
Ni221 C-like 106.02 1s22s22p2-1s22s22p3 (3P2-3P2)
Ni211 N-like 106.04 1s22s22p3-1s22s2p4 (4S3/2-

4P3/2)
Ni201 O-like 109.29 1s22s22p4-1s22s2p5 (3P1-3P2)
Ni221 C-like 111.23 1s22s22p2-1s22s22p3 (3P1

3P0)
Ni221 C-like 111.86 1s22s22p2-1s22s22p3 (3P0-3D1)
Ni241 Be-like 117.91 1s22s2-1s22s2p (1S0-1P1)
Ni211 N-like 117.91 1s22s22p3-1s22s2p4 (4S3/2-

4P5/2)
Ni231 B-like 118.52 1s22s22p-1s22s2p2 (2P1/2-

2D3/2)
Ni221 C-like 126.54 1s22s22p2-1s22s22p3 (3P1-3D2)
Ni221 C-like 128.87 1s22s22p2-1s22s22p3 (1D2-1D2)
Ni231 B-like 138.80 1s22s22p-1s22s2p2 (2P3/2-

2D5/2)
Ni251 Li-like 165.42 1s22s-1s22p (2S1/2-

2P3/2)
Ni251 Li-like 234.20 1s22s-1s22p (2S1/2-

2P3/2)
Ni161 Mg-like 249.180 2p63s2-2p63s3p (1S0-1P1)
Ni171 Na-like 291.977 2p63s-2p63p (2S1/2-

2P3/2)
Ni171 Na-like 320.537 2p63s-2p63p (2S1/2-

2P1/2)
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at 122.6 Å is blended with anM-shell emission line. The
temperature of the plasma was too low to produce suffic
quantities of the Li-like charge state to overcome this ble
ing problem. This Li-like ion was observed in auxiliar
heated plasmas withTe;6.5 keV. For iron and nickel the
plasma was hot enough to easily produce the Li-like cha
state. Nickel was observed as an intrinsic impurity wh
was sputtered from the inconel limiter. Its concentration w
constant during the plasma current steady state and on a
to shot basis during these experiments. Then0(Fe)
was ;431011 particles/cm3, n0(Ni) was ;1
31011 particles/cm3, and n0(Ge);431011 particles/cm3.
The other major highZ impurity was molybdenum which ha
been previous studied on FTU@8#.

The measurement of each spatial brightness profile
quired 10–15 similar plasmas during which the spectro
eters were scanned spatially on a shot to shot basis. Sa
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Fe spectra are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 from the GRITS
the SPRED at the peak of the LBO with a central line
sight. The iron, germanium, and nickel emission lines
summarized in Tables I, II, and III. The wavelengths a
those published in Ref@28#. From the spectra obtained du
ing the spatial scans of the spectrometers, the spatial bri
ness profiles of the major radiating charge states were
tained as a function of time. The measured profiles~shown as
points! at 40 ms after the LBO or at 0.64 s from the start
the plasma are presented in Fig. 7 for Fe141 ~Mg-like!,
Fe151, Fe221, and Fe231; in Fig. 8 for Fe171 ~F-like!, Fe181,
Fe191, Fe201, and Fe211; and in Fig. 9 for Fe241 ~He-like!.
The germanium profiles are shown in Fig. 10 for Ge201,
Ge211, and Ge281; and in Fig. 11 for Ge241 ~O-like!, Ge251,
Ge261, and Ge271. The nickel profiles are shown in Fig. 1
for Ni161 ~Mg-like!, Ni171, Ni241, and Ni251; and in Fig. 13
for Ni191 ~F-like!, Ni201, Ni211, Ni221, and Ni231. The error
6-5
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TABLE III. Ge lines of interest in FTU Tokamak LBO experiments.

Ionization state Isoelectronic sequence Wavelength (Å) Transition

Ge251 F-like 65.90 1s22s22p5-1s22s2p6 (2P3/2-
2S1/2)

Ge241 O-like 68.61 1s22s22p4-1s22s2p5 (3P2-3P1)
Ge261 C-like 70.67 1s22s22p2-1s22s2p3 (3P1-3S1)
Ge241 O-like 75.21 1s22s22p4-1s22s2p5 (3P0-3P1)
Ge241 O-like 75.51 1s22s22p4-1s22s2p5 (3P2-3P2)
Ge251 N-like 78.56 1s22s22p3-1s22s2p4 (4S3/2-

4P1/2)
Ge251 N-like 78.70 1s22s22p3-1s22s2p4 (2D3/2-

2D3/2)
Ge251 N-like 79.64 1s22s22p3-1s22s2p4 (2D5/2-

2D5/2)
Ge251 N-like 80.08 1s22s22p3-1s22s2p4 (4S3/2-

4P3/2)
Ge261 C-like 81.4 1s22s22p2-1s21s22s2p3 (3P1-3P0)
Ge261 C-like 83.21 1s22s22p2-1s22s2p3 (1D2-1D2)
Ge271 B-like 83.5 1s22s22p-1s22s2p2 (2P1/2-

2S1/2)
Ge261 C-like 85.12 1s22s22p2-1s22s2p3 (3P0-3D1)
Ge271 B-like 90.64 1s22s22p-1s22s2p2 (2P1/2-

2D3/2)
Ge251 N-like 92.18 1s22s22p3-1s22s2p4 (4S3/2-

4P5/2)
Ge281 Be-like 92.7 1s22s2-1s22s2p (1S0-1P1)
Ge241 O-like 92.53 1s22s22p4-1s22s2p5 (3P1-3P2)
Ge291 Li-like 122.6 1s22s-1s22p (2S1/2-

2P3/2)
Ge131 K-like 122.82 2p63s23p63d-2p63s23p53d2 (2D5/2-

2F7/2)
Ge291 Li-like 200.1 1s22s-1s22p (2S1/2-

2P1/2)
Ge201 Mg-like 196.57 2p63s2-2p63s3p (1S0-1P1)
Ge211 Na-like 226.505 2p63s-2p63p (2S1/2-

2P3/2)
Ge211 Na-like 261.52 2p63s-2p63p (2S1/2-

2P1/2)
Ge201 Mg-like 293.4 2p63s2-2p63s3p (1S0-3P1)
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bars on the experimental points are the uncertainties on
absolute photometric calibration. The simulations~lines!
with the different sets of atomic physics rates are discus
in the following sections.

The anomalous impurity particle transport for ohmica
heated plasmas was determined from the LBO’s and fr
visible bremsstrahlung emission@29,30#. The transport was
characterized by a diffusionD and a convective velocity
V(r )522SDr/a2. The valueS, the peaking factor, is a di
mensionless multiplier of the convective velocity. A detail
discussion of the transport analysis can be found for
intrinsic Kr and Ar which were introduced into FTU plasm
for atomic physics studies@7#. The tp from these injections
was ;35 ms in ohmically heated plasmas. The parti
transport was determined to beD55000 cm2/s with S51.
This method was an independent estimation of the part
transport since it did not depend upon the measurem
from the spectrometers. Therefore, the only unknown in
simulations was the set of atomic physics rates.

III. ATOMIC PHYSICS MODEL AND RATES

The calculation of the charge state distribution of vario
ion stages of astrophysically abundant elements up to
including Ni is often the first step in understanding the em
sion from hot astrophysical plasmas. Moreover, the rate
efficients for collisional ionization and recombination r
quired for equilibrium calculations are crucial for th
nonequilibrium modeling. Calculations of these rates are p
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formed by atomic physicists and new detailed results wh
are mainly ~but not only! theoretical are quite frequentl
published. It is then necessary to periodically review the
erature and to assess the proposed rates for evaluating
charge state distributions. Both the assessed rates and
assessed fractional abundances are available to astrop
cists. In the 1970s these ‘‘reference’’ evaluations were th
by Jordan@31,32#. In the 1980’s the published works are b
Shull and Van Steenberg@33# and by AR85. AR92 is a criti-
cal review of the ionization and recombination rates for on
Fe. The new CSD’s were evaluated and compared with
corresponding older AR85 CSD’s. Non-negligible diffe
ences were reported, as apparent in their Figs. 11 and
Recently Mazzottaet al. did the same assessment as AR
for all the elements up to Ni. In their figures they compa
their CSDs with those proposed by AR85, AR92, and a
for elements not considered by AR85, with those propo
by Landini and Monsignori Fossi@34#.

Impurity behavior in MCF devices are simulated by n
merical modeling codes using some subset of the ioniza
and recombination rates mentioned above. For our anal
of reported FTU experimental data the multiple ionizati
state transport~MIST! @17# code was used. The original rate
in MIST were those from AdPak from the late 1970’s. Th
electron impact ionization rates inADPAK included direct im-
pact ~DI! ionization computed using the formula of Lot
@35#, but not excitation-autoionization~EA! rates. TheADPAK

recombination processes included both radiative recomb
tion ~RR! and dielectronic recombination~DR!, the latter be-
6-6
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FIG. 7. Experimental and
modeled spatial brightness pro
files of the Fe141 ~Mg-like!,
Fe151, Fe221, and Fe231 lines at
0.64 s during an LBO. Plotted ar
simulations using three sets o
atomic physics rates (•••: AR92,
—: Mazzottaet al., - - -: ADPAK!.
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ing approximated by the formulas of Burgess and Me
@36–38#.

The MIST code and a collisional radiative~CR! model
were used to simulate the time evolution and spatial brig
ness profiles of the LBO’s of Ge and Fe and the spa
profiles of intrinsic Ni. This analysis determined the be
choice of the atomic physics rate compilations.MIST is a
one-dimensional~radial in cylindrical coordinates! time de-
pendent impurity transport code which treats the ionizati
recombination physics and the trace impurity particle tra
port simultaneously. Inputs into MIST were the
experimentally measured radial electron temperature pro
~Figs. 2 and 3!, the electron density profile, the particle tran
port parameters, and the impurity concentration. The tr
sient nature of the LBO’s of Fe and Ge required a time
pendent simulation of the impurity dynamics. A tim
dependent temperature profile was used since the L
slightly perturbed the edge temperature, and the core pla
was affected by saw teeth oscillations. Time independ
simulations were run for Ni since its concentration during
plasmas was constant.MIST outputs the fractional abundanc
of each ionization state in the plasma as a function of ti
with a given set of ionization/recombination rates. Simu
tions were run with the compilations ofADPAK, Arnaud and
Raymond~AR92!, Arnaud and Rothenflug~AR85!, Mazzotta
et al., and Mattioli ~the extension of the Mazzotta rates f
Cu through Ge!. Since the compliation of AR85 included H
to Ni, the germanium simulations were preformed with on
ADPAK and Mattioli rate coefficients.

Collisional excitation rates and photodecay rates provi
by HULLAC and the CSD provided by theMIST code were
incorporated into the CR model which determined the int
sities for each emission line of interest. The emissivity
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each line was calculated for each radial magnetic flux surf
of the circular FTU plasma. The flux surfaces used in
MIST were on a grid of 50 points betweenr /a50 to 1.1
separated equally in radius. These emissivities were sum
over the line of sight of the spectrometers to produce
synthetic brightness profiles for intrinsic nickel. The proc
dure was performed as a function of time for the Fe and
LBOs. A synthetic brightness profile was generated for e
compilation of ionization/recombination physics rates us
for comparison with experiment.

IV. TIME HISTORIES AND SPATIAL PROFILES

A. Time histories

As mentioned, the measured and simulated time evo
tions of the several germanium charge states are present
Fig. 4 during the LBO into FTU ohmically heated sh
16 805. The points are the experimental measurements o
Ge201 ~Mg-like!, Ge211, and Ge281 ~Be-like: core! ioniza-
tion states. In this plasma the electron temperature was
sufficient to produce measurable quantities of Ge291. The
germanium penetrated to the core very quickly within 5 m
After reaching a maximum the brightnesses and the impu
concentration decayed exponentially for all the ionizati
states. The lowest charge states which emitted from sh
near the edge peaked first and quickly decayed after ente
the plasma. The highest charge states which existed in
core peaked much later. The temporal response of e
charge state was affected by both the ionizatio
recombination physics and the particle transport. The em
sion lines simulated with the Mattioli rates are plotted
solid lines and were in agreement with the experiment.
6-7
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FIG. 8. Experimental and
modeled spatial brightness pro
files of the Fe171 ~F-like!, Fe181,
Fe191, Fe201, and Fe211 lines at
0.64 s during an LBO. Plotted ar
simulations using three sets o
atomic physics rates (•••: AR92,
—: Mazzottaet al., - - -: Adjusted
rates!.
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For Fe, the core~Li- and Be-like! states are well simu
lated quantitatively, but the simulations of the outer sta
~Na- and Mg-like! are only in qualitative agreement. Th
simulated final decay of these states was correct in time
in absolute magnitude, but the simulated initial inflow w
more intense and steep than that observed. The discrep
is thought to result from the choice of boundary conditio
and the impurity source at the very edge of the plasma.
source is considered to be a delta function in all these si
lations, since no measurement was available. The co
sponding Ge charge states existed farther from the edg
the plasma and are much less affected than those of Fe

FIG. 9. Experimental and modeled spatial brightness profile
the Fe241 line at 0.64 s during an LBO. Plotted are simulatio
using three sets of atomic physics rates (•••: AR92, —: Mazzotta
et al., - - -: ADPAK!.
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eliminate any problems with the particle inflow and the LB
source, the spatial brightness profiles presented for iron
germanium are taken during the decay phase of the impu
just after the peak of the highest charge state@ t(LBO)5
140 ms, t(plasma)5640 ms#.

B. Iron profiles

The spatial brightness profile simulations are compare
the experimentally measured points for Fe141 ~Mg-like!,
Fe151, Fe221, and Fe231 in Fig. 7; for Fe171 ~F-like!, Fe181,
Fe191, Fe201, and Fe211 in Fig. 8; and for Fe241 ~He-like! in
Fig. 9. These profiles were obtained during FTU sh
16 771–16 792. All the simulations in Fig. 7 are normaliz
to the Li/Be-like charge states. Each simulation in Fig. 8
normalized to the maximum experimental point for ea
emission line. In Fig. 9 the units are in arbitrary units b
cause an unresolvable calibration discrepancy exists betw
the x-ray and the VUV spectrometers. The difference
roughly two orders of magnitiude. Only a qualitative agre
ment is possible for Fe241.

The simulated brightness profiles with the Mazzottaet al.
~solid lines! and AR92~dotted lines! rates agree very wel
with the measured points for the five charge states Fe141

~Mg-like!, Fe151, Fe221, Fe231, and Fe241. Even though the
simulations with the AR92 and Mazzottaet al. rates slightly
overestimate the absolute magnitude of the emission for
Na- and Mg-like states, the position of the emitting peak
correctly modeled. The AR92 and Mazzottaet al. rates yield
very similar results, which are much better than those us
the ADPAK physics rates~dashed lines!. Not only do theAD-

PAK rates fail to predict the absolute magnitude of the em

f
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FIG. 10. Experimental and
modeled spatial brightness pro
files of the Ge201,
Ge211(Na-like), and Ge281 lines.
Plotted are simulations using tw
sets of atomic physics rates~—:
Mattioli, - - -: ADPAK!.
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sion of the Na- and Mg-like states, but cannot accurat
simulate the radial position~temperature! of these emission
peaks.

The F-like to B-like charge states in Fig. 8 are not w
simulated by any of the atomic physics compilations. Bo
the magnitude and the spatial location of each line brightn
are incorrectly simulated. The position of each emission f
ture is most important since it is a direct measure of
ionization/ recombination rates for theDn50 line bright-
ness. TheDn50 emission lines do not have significant tem
03640
ly

l
h
ss
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e

perature sensitivity in this region. The magnitude of t
brightness is a function of the collisional excitation and t
ionization/ recombination rates. To clearly show the discr
ancies in the shape of the simulations in Fig. 8, each w
normalized to the maximum experimental value of ea
emission line. The absolute magnitude of the measurem
was a factor of 30% higher than the simulation for Fe211 and
increased to a factor of;4 for Fe171. The simulated profile
for the Fe211 is at a slightly larger radius~lower temperature!
than that observed. This is a consistent trend throughout
-

of
FIG. 11. Experimental and
modeled spatial brightness pro
files of the Ge241 ~O-like!, Ge251,
Ge261, and Ge271 lines. Plotted
are simulations using three sets
atomic physics rates~—: Mattioli,
- - -: ADPAK, •••: adjusted rates!.
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FIG. 12. Experimental and
modeled spatial brightness pro
files of the Ni161 ~Mg-like!,
Ni171, Ni241, and Ni251 lines for
intrinsic nickel. Plotted are simu-
lations using three sets of atomi
physics rates (•••: AR85, —:
Mazzottaet al., - - -: ADPAK!.
ta
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nge.
as
entire L shell. The discrepancy increases with charge s
and is most significant for Fe171. Therefore, the shell of the
Ne-like charge state should be much broader spatially
higher in temperature than would be predicted by these ra
Unfortunately, this cannot be confirmed because the Ne-
03640
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charge state could not be measured in these experiments
to the poor response of the spectrometers in the 10 Å ra

The level of inadequacy of the atomic physics rates w
investigated by adjusting the DR rates for~F-like! Fe171

→Fe161 to ~B-like! Fe211→Fe201 in the simulations. Agree-
-

c

FIG. 13. Experimental and
modeled spatial brightness pro
files of the Ni191 ~F-like!, Ni201,
Ni211, Ni221, and Ni231 lines for
intrinsic nickel. Plotted are simu-
lations using three sets of atomi
physics rates (•••: AR85, —:
Mazzotta et al., - - -: adjusted
rates!.
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TABLE IV. Experimental and simulated line ratios for Li and Be-like Ge during ECRH heated plas
with Te(0) of 6.5 keV.

Emission line Experiment@ph/(s sr cm2)# Mattioli @ph/(s sr cm2)# ADPAK @ph/(s sr cm2)#

Ge291 122.6 Å 5.00 4.89 5.25
Ge281 92.7 Å 10.73 10.42 10.59
Ratio 0.47 0.47 0.50
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ment with the shape of the experimental profiles was o
possible when these DR rates were multiplied by a facto
2 as shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 8. With the altered
rates, the simulated brightnesses of the B- and C-like st
were changed by less than 20%. The simulated brightne
of the N, O, and F-like states increased by factor of 1.5 to
Using the adjusted rates, it is possible to simulate the sh
of the experimental profiles but not the brightesses.

The problem with the rates was thought to be with the D
rates and not the RR or ionization rates. From the Ne-
ions, in the direction of increasing ionization, the ionizati
rates were all calculated with a Younger-like formula@39# so
that significant changes were not expected for neighbo
ions. The DR rate calculations for each species have b
treated with separate formulas, therefore, abrupt chan
were more likely. This level of uncertainty in the atom
physics rates for these ions is not unreasonable and has
seen by others@40# but may not be the only reason for th
discrepancy.

Both the measured temperature profile and the part
transport could also affect the simulated profiles of the F
B-like charge states. Their effect on the simulations was
vestigated to eliminate them as possible causes of the
crepancy. The central electron temperature was reduce
1.4 keV. With this temperature, the simulations using
Mazzotta rates were able to correctly predict the shape of
F- to B-like charge states. However, a 1.4 keV central te
perature is unrealistic since the error bar on the TSC m
surement is less than 100 eV in the core. Also, the ratio
the Li to Be-like emission lines were not correctly predicte
The Li-like line intensity is under predicted by a factor
;2. Therefore, the temperature can be eliminated as a
sible cause.

The particle transport has been measured to
5000 cm2/s in the core. An increase of the particle transp
in the outer half of the plasma would shift the F-like
B-like ionization states to higher temperatures in the simu
tions. The peaking factorSwas increased from 1 to 10 in on
simulation~a! and the diffusion forr /a.0.5 was increased
from 5000 to 100 000 in another~b!. With this increase in the
particle transport, the spatial positions of the F- to B-li
ionization states were correctly simulated. This level
transport is not consistent with the estimates on FTU. F
thermore, with either of these particle transports@~a! or ~b!#,
the simulations cannot not reproduce the spatial profiles
the Na- and Mg-like charges states. If this transport is cor
then the atomic physics for Na and Mg-like iron is incorre
Therefore, the resulting conclusion is the same: A probl
exists with the atomic physics rates for some of the cha
states of iron~most likely the F- to B-like! which discrepan-
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plain.

C. Germanium profiles

The spatial brightness profile simulations are compare
the experimentally measured points for Ge201 ~Mg-like!,
Ge211, and Ge281 in Fig. 10 and Ge241 ~O-like!, Ge251,
Ge261, and Ge271 in Fig. 11. These profiles were obtaine
during FTU shots 16 805–16 821. The simulations used
atomic physics rates fromADPAK and Mattioli. The simula-
tions in Fig. 11 have been normalized as describe above
Fe. The results are very similar for those of iron. TheADPAK

rates are in general a poor choice for simulating Ge. T
rates from Mattioli can be used successfully to simulate
Na-, Mg-, and Be-like charge states. The simulations of
B- to O-like ionization states required an enhancement of
relevant DR rates from Mattioli by a factor of;2 in order to
get the agreement shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 11.
with Fe, the shape of the emission feature is correct but
the absolute magnitude. The F-like charge is not shown s
it was not within the measurement range of the spectrome
during these experiments.

The final experiment investigated the ratio of the Li-lik
line at 122.6 Å to the Be-like line at 92.7 Å. As previous
stated, the temperature in the ohmic plasmas was insuffic
to produce sufficient Li-like ions. To obtain higher temper
tures the plasma was heated with auxiliary ECRH to prod
6.5 keV in the plasma core during shot 17902. Germani
was injected and the time histories were simulated withMIST.
The results are listed in Table IV. As seen with iron, t
simulations with the Mattioli and theADPAK rates correctly
predicted the ratio of the Li to the Be charge states, but
Mattioli rates give a slightly better agreement.

D. Nickel profiles

The analysis of steady state, intrinsic nickel did not ha
the complexity of the time dependent LBO simulations. U
fortunately, the first attempt to simulate the experimen
profiles of Ni161 ~Mg-like!, Ni171, Ni241, and Ni251 in Fig.
12 did not have as good agreement as those for Fe.
implied that neither the AR85 nor Mazzotta rates adequa
simulated the experiment. The discrepancy was found to
in the transport used for the intrinsic impurities. To det
mine the correct transport of intrinsic impurities, the Ma
zotta atomic physics was assumed to be correct. The pro
of Fe141 ~Mg-like!, Fe151, Fe221, and Fe231 for intrinsic
iron were measured after the iron LBO and modeled with
Mazzotta atomic physics. WithS52.5, the simulations cor-
rectly reproduced the Fe experimental profiles. The nic
6-11
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profiles were simulated withS52.5 and are shown in Fig
12. The profiles for the core charge states were corre
simulated by the rates of Mazzottaet al. and ADPAK. The
simulations using the rates of AR85 under predicted Be-
ion by a factor of 2.ADPAK rates did not predict the magn
tude nor the spatial position for the Na- and Mg-like stat
Both the AR85 and Mazzottaet al. rates correctly predicted
the spatial positions. However, only the Mazzotta rates pr
erly predicted the magnitude of the Mg-like ionization sta
and over predicted the Na-like ionization state by;2. The
Na- and Mg-like emission lines were weaker than t
equivalent lines during the LBO of Fe. Since the nickel w
intrinsic, blending of one of the lines with another intrins
impurity cannot be completely eliminated. Their absolute
tensities were less certain and, thus, can partly explain
discrepancy. We conclude that the Mazzotta rates are the
choice for simulating the spatial profiles of these ionizat
states.

The intermediate states Ni191 ~F-like!, Ni201, Ni211,
Ni221, and Ni231 are shown in Fig. 13. The simulations ha
been normalized as described above for Fe. The Mazz
et al. rates are a better choice, however, neither the AR85
the Mazzottaet al. compilations properly simulated the sp
tial positions. As with the iron simulations, the Mazzot
et al. DR rates for the B- to O-like ionization states we
adjusted until the simulations matched experiment. The
rates must be multiplied by;2 to recover the experiment.

V. CONCLUSION

Fe and Ge were introduced into FTU Tokamak plasm
by the LBO technique to validate ionization/recombinati
io
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atomic physics rates used to determine the CSD. Ni was
intrinsic impurity. Both theL- andM-shell spectrum of these
elements have been measured by photometrically calibr
spectrometers in the 1 –1700 Å region. The spatial brig
ness profiles of specific emission lines have been obtaine
a set of similar ohmically heated plasmas. TheMIST impurity
transport code simulated the spatial brightness profiles w
different sets of atomic physics rates. The atomic phys
rates chosen for this work included the compliations ofAD-

PAK @13#, Mazzotta et al. @1#, AR85 @2#, AR92 @3#, and
Mattioli @18#, an extension of Mazzotta from Cu to Ge. Th
Mattioli ~for Ge!, Mazzottaet al. ~for Ni and Fe!, and the
AR92 rates~for Fe! adequately simulated the He-~Fe only!,
Li-, Be-, Na-, and Mg-like ionization states. The F- to B-lik
charge states could not be simulated by these compilat
unless the relevant DR rates were multiplied by a factor o
TheADPAK rates could not be used to adequately predict a
of charge states of Fe, Ge, or Ni.
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